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CODES:  
 NC - Nation Chief  TB - Torch Bearers 
 HC - Haylushka Chief  TT - Tom-Tom Beater 
 MM - Medicine Man  MSH - Meshenewa 
 FNCs - Former Nation Chiefs 
(All participants must be accompanied by their daughters.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
MSH/NC:  (Stand on each side of the Haylushka Thunderbird Board.) 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating.) 
 
MSH:  The Mighty Chickasaw Nation has gathered for the Haylushka Ceremony. 
 
MSH:  (Moves away from the Haylushka Board.) 
 
TT/NC:  (Stop with 1 loud beat when NC raises arm straight up.) 
 
NC:  Posoh! Mighty Chickasaw! (Pause for response.) It is I, (NC’s Indian Name), 

Chief of the Mighty Chickasaw Nation. I would like to call forward (HC’s Indian 
Name), the Haylushka Chief of the Mighty Chickasaw who will lead us in our 
Haylushka Ceremony. 

 
HC:  Thank you, (NC’s Indian Name). Posoh! Mighty Chickasaw! (Pause for 

response.) It is good. Mighty Chickasaw, I am honored to lead you in this 
Haylushka Ceremony, one of the greatest events of our Nation. Let the Ceremony 
begin! 

 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
HC:  For such an important event, I ask that all former Nation Chiefs and their 

daughters join me, (HC’s Daughter’s Name), (NC’s Indian Name), and (NC’s 
Daughter’s Indian Name) around the Haylushka Board. It is the strength and 
wisdom of these nation elders that will guide us as we induct our newest 
Haylushka members tonight. Let the Tom-Tom summon these esteemed former 
Nation Chiefs and their daughters as I call their names. 

 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
FNCs:  (Come forward with daughters when called to form a semi-circle behind the 

Haylushka Board.) 
 
TBs:  (After all FNCs/daughters come forward, follow them to the Haylushka Board, 

standing in back of each, forming an outer semi-circle of light.) 
 
TT:  (Starts slow, soft beating.) 
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HC:  (Calls forward FNCs/daughters, one by one, using their Indian Names and stating 
the years each was Chief.) 

 
 Indian Name Year(s) as Chief 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________ 
 
HC:  (When all FNCs and TBs are standing behind the Haylushka Board, raise arm.) 
 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
HC:  Mighty Chickasaw, it has been many moons since this Haylushka Council has 

come before you. We now ask our Nation Medicine Man (MM’s Indian Name) to 
call forth the Great Spirit to look over our Ceremony. 

 
TT:  (Starts slow, soft beating.) 
  
MM:  Posoh! Mighty Chickasaw! (Pause for response.)  
 Great Spirit, Gitchi Manitou,………….(Does prayer and dance; stands with 

daughter next to NC/daughter.) 
 
TT:  (Stop after MM is done.) 
 
HC:  Thank you, (MM’s Indian Name). Mighty Chickasaw, before you stands the 

mighty symbol of the Haylushka Thunderbird. At this Sacred Council you will 
learn the meaning of Hayushka and what you must do to become an honored 
member. The wisdom of our former Nation Chiefs will tell us. 

 
FNC#1:  The word ‘Haylushka’ is of Winnebago origin, and was used to identify only 

those braves and princesses of great courage, accomplishment, and value to the 
welfare of their tribe and Nation. Haylushka braves and princesses were held in 
high honor by their fellow braves and princesses, and all strove to be able to be 
called Haylushka. 
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FNC#2:  In more recent times, Haylushka has come to designate extraordinary goodness 
and concern for other braves and princesses, in the true Christian sense, hence 
appropriate to the interests of the YMCA. The use of the Winnebago ritual is 
significant in that the Winnebago tribes lived among, and in fact were surrounded 
by various tribes belonging to the Algonquin Federation and Chickasaw nation. 

 
FNC#3:  The Thunderbird is used for Haylushka, as it is one of the most significant 

symbols of Indian lore. Typically it is a sign of great power, good fortune, and 
often considered a good luck omen. Many tribes believed that the Thunderbird 
began their very existence.  

 
FNC#4:  Note that this Thunderbird has 8 wing feathers and 3 tail feathers, signifying each 

of our accomplishments. The Haylushka patch uses the thunderbird and the 
YMCA symbols along with the word ‘Haylushka’, all mounted on an arrowhead 
background. 

 
FNC#5:  There are 3 steps that braves and princesses must complete in becoming members 

of Haylushka. 
  
 #1 - You must earn the first 8 beads that represent the wing feathers. 
  
 #2 - You must earn the last 3 beads that represent the tail feathers. 
  
 #3 – You must demonstrate before the Haylushka Council your knowledge of the 

final 3 beads. 
  
 At this Haylushka Ceremony, you will receive your Haylushka patch and pin, and 

will be permitted to wear facepaint. Only Haylushka braves and princesses are 
allowed to wear facepaint at Nation activities. 

 
HC:  Thank you, Haylushka Council Members. Now let the Tom-Tom summon forth 

the new members of Haylushka. 
 
TT:  (3 loud beats; then beat to the 1-2 or toe-heel step. Stop after all candidates have 

come forth. Watch Meshenewa.) 
 
MSH:  (Leads candidates once around the campfire doing the toe-heel step.) 
 
TT:  (Several loud beats then stop, when Meshenewa and candidates finish.) 
 
HC:  Now all new members will receive their Haylushka patch and pin as I call them 

forward. 
 
TT:  (Starts slow, soft beat.) 
 
HC:  (Calls each new Haylushka brave and princess by their Indian Names, shakes 

their hands, and gives Haylushka patch and pin to the princess. Directs them to 
shake hands with each member of the Haylushka Council.) 
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MSH:  Chief, all of the new Haylushka members have been inducted. 
 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
HC:  Esteemed Haylushka Council, are these Chickasaw braves and princesses worthy 

of the highest Chickasaw honor of Haylushka? 
 
NC/FNCs:  They are. 
 
HC:  Do you accept these braves and princesses as new Haylushka members? 
 
NC/FNCs:  We do. 
 
TT:  (3 loud beats.) 
 
HC:  It is good. Medicine Man, call upon the Great Spirit to accept our new Haylushka 

members. 
 
MM:  (Gives prayer and dance.) 
 
TT:  (Slow, soft beating until HC finishes Ceremony.) 
 
HC:  Mighty Chickasaw, let us welcome our new Haylushka members with a mighty 

‘Posoh!’ (Pause for response.) I now close this Sacred Haylushka Ceremony with 
my heart filled with happiness that we have so many honored Haylushka members 
in our Mighty Nation and hope that many more braves and princesses will follow 
in their footsteps. Noonway! 


